
Stable analysis with
very large recordings :

14 day, 12 lead

IMPROVED
RELIABILITY 

  Fastest Holter
mechanism to download

and Analyze records.
Optimized for powered

GPUs & CPUs

PERFORMANCE
 ENHANCEMENTS

Auto-save record
states to prevent

data loss in case of
unexpected events

like power off or
system crash.

DATA LOSS 
PROTECTION

 Tailored to work
seamlessly with Norav

ECG Management System
(NEMS-Q, NEMS-Web).

and our devices : NR
Series, DL series
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Events- Min/Max HR & RR: 

Event Report: 

       Now with multiple examples of enhanced
       diagnostic accuracy.

       Sort events either chronologically or by type,
       giving you more control over your data.

Norav's NH-301  offers enhanced diagnostic accuracy with features like chronological event
sorting and beat differentiation. The software supports up to 14 days of monitoring and is
optimized for speed. It includes an auto-save function for reliability, is compatible with Norav's
ECG Management System, and offers hotkey shortcuts for efficiency. Additional features
include Excel export and continuous data backup.

HOLTER SOFTWARE NH-301 
ENHANCED FEATURES FOR BETTER DIAGNOSTIC ACCURACY

EVENT MANAGEMENT
Sort events either chronologically or by
type.

14 Days of Precision: 
Experience Extended Monitoring with the new NH-301 

NEW FEATURESFEATURES
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Zoom In/Zoom Out of Trends: 

Physical Activity Display: 

Template and Page Views: 

      Easily enlarge sections for a more detailed view.

       Now shown on the analysis screen and elsewhere for better context.

       See selected beats in both views for a more comprehensive analysis.

USER INTERFACE
Zoom In/Zoom Out of Trends for a detailed view.

Export to Excel: 

Continuous Data Backup: 
       Tabular reports can now be exported directly to Excel.

       Never worry about losing important data again.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Export reports to Excel and continuous data
backup.

Overlay in Templates: 

Artifact Label Added: 

Analysis Page: 

       Differentiate beats with unique colors and relabel them
       separately.

       Artifact beats are not calculated for events, increasing
       reliability. Replaces questionable beats

       Include only a part of a large Excluded section,  offering more
       flexibility.

DATA ANALYSIS
Differentiate beats with unique colors and
relabel them.

Upgrade now to Norav's latest Holter software - NH-301
Scan the QR code or visit our distributor portal to download the most up-to-date

NH-301 software and take your holter performance to the next level today!
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